You are in the process of writing your thesis?

You are facing problems in correctly quoting scientific sources in your project/paper?

In this case, ISGS together with the University Library can offer concrete help

**Date:** Wednesday, July 22, 2020  
**Venue:** 03:00-05:00 pm - Online OpenOlat  
**Language:** English  
**Participants:** Graduate Students, PhD candidates, etc.  
**Registration:** Registration (until July 17) via: hiwi@isgs.uni-kl.de (first come, first served)  
**Important:** Only registered participants will receive the link & access to the online information session from ISGS

In order to address your concerns regarding academic integrity, ISGS & the University Library are setting up a professional coaching on how to avoid plagiarism. During this online information session, the registered participants will focus on plagiarism as a severe scientific misconduct and learn how to prevent it. Furthermore, the information session will cover the topic of referencing, finding and selecting relevant sources. Participants will have the opportunity to present their individual questions and will receive professional feedback from their trainer after the online information session. Upon registration participants will be provided with the access to online information session from ISGS.